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In the seven a few months since the discharge of the first edition of the book, 22 more children
have lost their autism diagnosis and returned to a state of health, for a complete of 115
recovered children and counting. Hundreds more have dropped ATEC points, along with
proven many cognitive, behavioral, emotional and physical benefits thanks to the protocol
outlined in these webpages. Dietrich Klinghardt MD, PhD, says… The globe of autism is definitely
rocking once again. (2) GcMAF and its own role in healing autism; Should you have any
curiosity to find out how these were able to heal you need to read this book. Kerri includes a
heart for kids with autism, and she cares significantly about recommending safe, economical
interventions that are helping to confront an epidemic. (5) an improved and simpler to follow
parasite process; along with (6) a particular calendar which means you know how to proceed
when; (7) many fresh testimonials from parents sharing their real-life experiences using this
protocol; and much more.. Her research is normally validated by the enormously positive
response from parents from worldwide. This edition includes all protocol updates and a whole
lot more including: (1) how to heal older, self-injurious and/or intense children; Kerri Rivera did
it. In this extensive book she has condensed and simplified the core elements of the biomedical
strategy, the ones that work 90% of that time period on 90% of the kids. It has made her
method the most powerful tool to this day to help many kids recover safely, inexpensively and
solidly. Her focus on utilizing a unified and inexpensive approach to reduce the body burden
of chronic attacks and infestations can be addressing the very core issue of most autistic
children and adults.. Teri Arranga, Executive director of AutismOne, says… In 3 years, 115 kids
previously identified as having regressive autism were able to shed their medical diagnosis,
their symptoms and return to an overall state of health and vitality. (3) gluten’s part in
molecular mimicry and autoimmunity; (4) a fresh method of CD preparation;
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but i would like to explain for you personally ignorant about CHEMISTRY I just ordered the
book ,i have no idea if it's function for disease or not ,but i'd like to describe for you personally
ignorant about CHEMISTRY, PLEASE READ IT :Chlorine dioxide isn't lye or sodium hypochlorite
(!please consider the health of your son or daughter first and foremost. DO NOT BUY! Great
book Amazing facts and heard bout a health care provider in illinois. Many thanks Kerri
Treatment for pennies a time. I bought my duplicate used and it got highlighted passages
which I presume originated from a parent who finished up subjecting their child to this horrific
treatment. Respondent's work of marketing unsubstantiated health and medical promises
regarding the use of chlorine dioxide in the treating autism constitutes a violation of Section 2
of the Consumer Fraud Act.! However, Rivera operates a Facebook page[37] and website[38]
that promote injecting autistic kids with a toxic chlorine dioxide method via enema, and claims
that the intestinal lining and membranes kids expel as a result are parasites, which is definitely
patently false.!! No, MMS is not the same bleach you buy at the store, nevertheless the bleach
you can purchase at the store isn't the only chemical that can be known as a bleach or is
certainly capable of bleaching. Jam packed with life changing info and testimonials. Info is
also useful for non-autistic people. Another FRAUD posing witha Treatment for Autisim - don't
waste your time upon this Psuedoscence. I was scared! What you're in fact seeing is the
intestinal lining that BURNS when you give children a bleach enema. Not something that can be
found post birth and then recovered from.Gave it to a friend with a daughter lately diagnosed
and I'll post if there are any effects with the dietary plan and other treatments. Great book--
We am doing the process right now. Great publication with info that Big Pharma desires
nobody to have (FYI-- I have a doctorate and am a normal person). My husband and I are
both carrying out the MMS (CD) protocol in the publication to take care of Lyme, Bartonella,
Babesia and major parasites. After struggling for a long time with chronic illness, I am 100%
certain that parasites lie at the main of keeping one chronically ill.. And for the record, CD ISN'T
A SIMILAR THING AS BLEACH. CD is usually for everyone I had been trying to get pregnant for
about a year and nothing at all happened I visited see a dr who prescribed metformin a
medication for diabetes (am not) and contraceptive pills to greatly help (We didn't take any
of it). Any claim by various other reviewers that they "cured" their child's autism is definitely
patently false and also unverifiable, unlike stating MMS is definitely bleach which is just a truth.
For reference I've attached a photo someone else made. The information provides helped me
in curing my daughters spectrum issues. The protocol works people... The evidence is in the
results!.! Healthy, content, sleeping and completely functioning children.Bleach will for certain !
With documented proof. Reserve was Amazing! Anyone who didn't give it 5 stars makes a living
from big pharma or Community education. DO NOT BUY THIS BOOK! DANGEROUS! If you are
struggling, please see an actual medical doctor, or even get in touch with an area support
group. Miracle mineral option is BLEACH.DO NOT BELIEVE the other reviewers. MMS is a kind of
BLEACH. Necessary Reading. MMS is made from chlorine dioxide. Chlorine dioxide could cause
eye irritation, epidermis burns, nausea, diarrhea, severe dehydration, and is fatal if inhaled.This
book explains to provide autistic children ENEMAS made of MMS. The fda provides
condemned this process and book.Makes you realize that the word, autism, should be
discarded as it is normally understood as a untreatable and permanent condition that is
present from birth. This book rocks !! The photos on the remaining side have "parasites" that
look a similar as the ones in the publication, and the photos on the right are *real* parasites.
The Proof is in the Outcomes!Over 600 people have bought this book and that's a tragedy. It
actually includes a section on how best to administer MMS in relation to the moon routine.!Kerri



Rivera is an awful person. I possibly could possess helped him sooner, but outlined to the poor
stuff on the internet. They said to give it a couple weeks, so hopefully if you are reading this it's
because we're still in that timeframe. If not, you can be rest assured I'm going to be on the
phone talking to the supervisor's supervisor the next time. Her autistic child is heading off to
college because of this protocol.....I hardly ever could have thought that parasites lived within
us, and could create such havoc! This publication is certainly amazing - and quite the eye-
opener. I used it as a guide to resolve some intestinal medical issues, and will be permanently
grateful to Kerri for sharing her knowledge and encounters.Please stop saying that parents are
feeding children with BLEACH (NaCIO) it may can not work but Sodium Chorite (NaCIO2) will
not hurting nobody if used on right amount. Was content about that. Choose the book and
read it. I am sure Big Pharma is responsible for the reviews that state this--- it total bull---t. I
decided to follow the guidelines for CD and the pp protocol I acquired pregnant within 2 a
few months, i wasn't actually taking the 8 dosages a day of CD. I advise everyone to read the
book try CD for whatever concern you may have and then give an opinion as opposed to
listening to people who haven't also tried it. Please dont. Can I give zero superstars? Please
please PLEASE perform the research associated with the "treatment" methods within this book.
Please analysis the writer herself, as she has ZERO medical credentials. She has also become
BARRED from offering her "miracle treatment " in my state of Illinois. Please usually do not attempt
any of these practices at home. I purchased this book knowing full well that it contained
nothing significantly less than dangerous and unproven medical guidance.. All these 5 star
reviews make me so sad..but in one parent to another. Heal yourself OMG....! I will write again in
a month or 2 from today to inform you how we are performing..) As the saying goes in some
sites or massmedia without the notion of the topic. So dangerous.. You can see the interviews
with Kerri on YouTube and hear her story, and see the enthusiasm and drive she's to help her
boy and a large number of others. Ex - Chicagoan Kerri Rivera, who now resides in Mexico,
was required by the Illinois Lawyer General to sign a document[36] stating that she'd zero
longer promote the use of toxic chlorine dioxide, or "CD," in the state of Illinois. The contract,
which Rivera signed, says, "Respondent [Rivera] makes unsubstantiated health and medical
claims regarding the usage of chlorine dioxide in the treating autism. In truth and fact,
Respondent lacks competent and reliable scientific evidence to support her claims that
chlorine dioxide can deal with autism.! Five Stars Sent quickly a sufficient amount of, Amaizing
book !! Don't feed your children bleach This suggest feeding your kid bleach. Combining
sodium chlorite with an acid produces bleach. The answer used can be bleach. The reserve
includes pictures of "parasites" which were expelled by the enema, except actual parasites
look COMPLETELY DIFFERENT to the photos in this god forsaken reserve. Shame on me." The
contract continuing to bar Rivera from speaking at seminars and selling chlorine dioxide or
identical substances for the treatment of autism. healing the symptoms is normally working very
fast. I can not tell you how sad it creates me that I didn't listen to my friend years back.In the in
the meantime, don't purchase this book or any other books about MMS, which is indisputably a
BLEACH. My child just started this process, both boys are the same age. However the book has
so much more detail and understanding that can't be communicated in interviews. Google mms
to observe that the solution is bleach. I have contacted Amazon multiple instances to see if
they will take this book off their website because it gives dangerous and false medical tips. If
you would like the greatest for your kids, buy the publication and start now. USUALLY DO NOT
BUY BLEACHING OF CHILDREN That is about BLEACHING YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER! What's
wrong with this writer? Hyperchlorite sodium ( NaClO is certainly Bleach) it is completely



different from sodium chlorite (compound NaClO² ) as hydrogen peroxide ( H²O²) isn't
exactly like water ( H²O ).
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